


Since July 2008:

9 individual artists studios of 
45m2

+ 1 Project Room of 100m2 on the 
ground floor  











Long-Term Partners

- Flemish and French Community sponsor each 2 x 6-
month residencies for respectively a Flemish and a 
French-speaking resident

- Office for Contemporary Art, Oslo, sponsors a 9-
month residency for a Norwegian artist

- Mondriaan Fonds, Amsterdam, sponsors 2 x 6-month 
residencies for Dutch artists

- Picha association, Lubumbashi, proposes an artist 
for a 3-month residency

Temporary Partners

- Finnish Cultural Institute for the Benelux
- Tranzit.org for Eastern-Europe and Russia
- Bundeskanzleramt / Austrian Federal Chancellery











Ten large double pane glass panels are grouped in sets, held together and to the 
walls by extruded aluminium brackets. Sound fills the space, intermittently large 
and hollow, exclamations and sighs rounding and swelling notes eddy and fall to 
opened doors slammed shut. Medium pile grey green carpet covers the floor 
from wall to wall, soft underfoot. It exudes a faint smell of new carpet, of glue and 
synthetic dyed fibres. Each panel has a varying size of vinyl text pushed and 
glued onto the surface of the glass, dust against the smudges and streaks of 
touches, suction cups, chipped corners. Black words spell out half conversations, 
captions, dedications, titles, they are partial, glutted omissions and truncated 
emissions. Two numbers short of a number. From the ceiling hang nine filtered 
lights suspended on steel trays, above them covered skylights, beams. Below, at 
the far end of the room, inserted into the wall, curved off full flush is a white 
circular speaker, next to concealed cables that run along walls to power points 
filled with small mushroom shaped lights. Two entrances with two steps lead to 
the same room. Black rubber sections cover and lie seamed across the raised 
floor which steps sunken to its centre. One foam board model construction sits 
within this centre, lit and lowered, half scaled, many scaled, tiny images, tinny 
sounds on small screens repeating. The sound of slowed strings to the sea.















The WIELS Residency Programme is 
coordinated by Eva Gorsse and supported 
by De Vlaamse Gemeenschap, Fédération
Wallonie-Bruxelles, Mondriaan Fund, 
Office for Contemporary Art Norway 
(OCA), Bundeskanzleramt Österreich, 
Allianz Cultural Foundation's Residency 
Program "The White Sea" for Artists and 
Authors at Risk , EXKi, Xavier Hufkens, 
and Sylvie Winckler.


